A novel low-power s nthesis technique is presented for the design of folded or time-multi fexed programmable-coefficient FIR filters where storage area is trade8off for lowering power consum tion A systematic technique is developed for low power mapping of FIf filters to architectures with arbitrary number of multipliers and adders. Power consumed in multi liers is reduced by,reducing switching activity at both the data-in ut as wefl as the coefficient input. Common input operands can be exposelby unfolding, which however leads to a memo increase. Simulation results are obtained for iolding 65 and 129 tap banypass FIR filters. The average power consumed in a multiplier for a fixed number of hardware multipliers with varying unfolding factors is com ared It is observed that most of the gains due to unfolding are obtained &r relatively small unfolding factors and therefore for relatively small memory area overhead. Depending on the unfolding factor em loyed the average power consumed in a multiplier is seen to reduce anywlere from 54.75% to 81.73% when trans ose FIR filters are s nthesized as opposed to synthesizing direct-form F! R filters with no unzlding.
INTRODUCTION Folding [l]
, [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] or time-multiplexing is a technique for efficient resource sharing for area-constrained behavioral synthesis from a data-flow graph (DFG). The throughput requirement in folded architectures is met by pipelining the hardware functional units to a relevant number of levels. In this way folded architectures are able to meet both throughput and area constraints for a target application. Unfortunately, maximal resource sharing while minimizing area can lead to a severe increase in power consumption [6] , [7] . This surge in power consumption in folded architectures is due to: 1) The increased switching activity in various data-path resources as a result of the successive application of uncorrelated inputs. 2) Increase in the interconnect overhead (muxes and busses) due largely to the inability of the synthesis methodology to capture the regularity in the original data-flow graph (DFG).
Exploitation of locality and regularity were recommended in [7] , [8] for reducing power consumption in interconnects and busses. On the other hand increasing the correlation between successive inputs to a functional unit, e.g., a multiplier has been demonstrated as a power saving strategy in [9] .
[lo], [ l l ] .
FIR filtering is one of the basic building blocks in DSP applications. Low power FIR filter synthesis, therefore, assumes paramount importance for the reduction of power consumption in DSP applications. Many times the throughput and resource constraints dictate the use of folded architectures. No systematic technique has so far been available which can reduce the power consumed in folded architectures even while allowing for a possible increase in area.
In this paper we present a novel systematic approach for generating folded architectures for FIR filters that reduce power consumption by minimizing the switching activity in the timemultiplexed multipliers of the architecture. With this technique, for large filters, we observe a trade-off between storage area and the power consumed in the multiplier units of the hardware architecture. In the rest of the paper a multiplication (addition) node or operation represents a filter DFG operation, a multiplier (adder) unit represents a hardware functional unit.
CAD METHODOLOGY FOR LOW POWER
The basic strategy employed consists of maximizing the correlation of successive inputs to shared computational resources. The The datainput to the all the multiplier nodes is z(n). Also, the filter connectivity described at the beginning of section 2.1 can be verified here.
primary computational resource targeted here are multipliers as the power consumed in multipliers is significantly higher than in adders which constitutes the other basic computational resource in folded filters. Also, the assignment of DFG operations (nodes) to resources is always done in such a manner that the interconnect overhead is minimized. Finally, as the input data-memory to filters in DSP applications can be very large in size a data-value is accessed exactly once from the data-memory. Once a data-value is accessed from memory all operations utilizing this value are scheduled successively one after the other.
There are two-inputs for a multiplier in a FIR filter, the coefficient input and the data input. The coefficient input to the multiplication nodes in the DFG of an FIR filter are fixed. Substructure sharing [12] can be used to reduce power consumption when a N-tap FIR filter is mapped to a N multiplier architecture. Substructure sharing for time-multiplexed or folded architectures may not always be straightforward. Due to the constraints of balancing the load on all hardware multipliers (the number of multiply nodes mapped to any multiplier are nearly equal) substructure sharing might be difficult. Also, substructure sharing is not applicable for programmable-coefficient filter implementations.
It is possible to find a scheduling order for the DFG multiplication nodes mapped to a functional unit so that the net switching activity at the coefficient input is minimized. The data-input, however, is variable and can at best be modeled as a stochastic input which may or may not exhibit temporal correlation. On the other hand successive iterations of an FIR filter share a large number of data-inputs albeit in different multiplication nodes, i.e., in multiplication nodes with different coefficients. By unfolding [13] the DFG it is possible to unearth all the multiplication nodes which share a common data-input. In an N-tap FIR filter there are N multiplication nodes distributed across N successive iterations which share the same data-input.
However, the transpose DFG of an FIR filter shown in Fig. 1 is able to expose all these N multiplication nodes simultaneously without unfolding. We therefore use the transpose FIR filter DFG as a starting point for our synthesis methodology. Also, a kunfolded version of the transpose FIR filter DFG exhibits k sets of N nodes where each set of N nodes has a common data-input, see section 2.1. This property becomes useful when we have k multiplier functional units at our disposal to implement the N tap FIR filter. We next discuss k unfolding of a N-tap transpose FIR filter and then discuss low power folding of the unfolded FIR filter. Every adder A: feeds an input to adder A:+l with 1 delay for i E (1,. . . , N -2}, adder A% computes the filter output at node 0'. We illustrate our above observations with the 5-tap transpose FIR filter shown in Fig. 1 . Unfolding a filter DFG, [13] , by a factor of IC will result in a new k-parallel filter topology which computes k filter outputs simultaneously. We now outline a strategy to unfold the N-tap transpose FIR filter by a factor k.
. , I C -1) forthe input I o , output Oo, multipliers M," and adders A! respectively. As a result there will be k input nodes, k x N multiplier nodes and 2 shows the 2-unfolded version of a 2-tap transpose FIR filter. It can be proved [13] that the k-unfolded DFG of the FIR filter computes IC iterations of the original filter simultaneously.
2.2.
When we have k hardware multiplier units, H h , with p~ pipeline stages and k hardware adder units, H i , with p a pipeline stages, j E (0,. . . , k -l}, then we can perform scheduling and assignment as follows: 1) Unfold the transpose FIR filter by k . i) Assign multiplication operations M j to hardware multiplier unit ii) Assign addition operations A! to hardware adder unit H i .
The above assignment of operation nodes in the unfolded filter to hardware units has the property that all multiplication operations assigned to a multiplier unit share a common input. In addition every multiplier unit is connected to exactly 1 input and to exactly 2 adder units. Also, every adder unit is connected to exactly 2 multiplier units and exactly 2 adder units. In other words the regularity of the original filter topology is almost completely maintained in the hardware mapping which leads to localized communication, minimum interconnect overhead, e.g., only 2-1 multiplexors are needed, and extremely uniform and compact layout.
2) Order the N-coefficients of the original FIR filter in such a manner that successive scheduling of the coefficients in this order results in minimum total switching activity. We approximate this step in the following manner: Figure 3 . A %tap FIR filter is unfolded for mapping on to an architecture with 2 multipliers and 2 adders. While the 2 multipliers exhibit 100% hardware utilization the 2 adders exhibit 67% hardware utilization. As an aside we observe that unfolding the DFG and then folding it can lead to higher hardware utilization. The optimal Hamiltonian-tour identified in ii) defines the periodic scheduling orders for the various multiplication operations in the FIR filter, i.e., the multiplication operations are scheduled one after the other on the functional unit according to this order and this ordered schedule is repeated every N clock cycles. In the context of folding the scheduling order is known as folding order and these two terms, from here onwards, will be used interchangeably.
There is significant freedom in choosing the folding order for the addition nodes. We experimented with several folding orders and found the empirical folding order given next to give the best results in minimizing storage. The folding, orders for the adders is selected as follows: addition operation Ai has the folding order
(z + p a ) M O D ( N ) . The reason for selecting this folding order
for the addition operations, as mentioned earlier, is because this order gave good results in simulation for minimization of storage. Fig. 3 illustrates 2-unfolding of a 3-tap FIR filter for mapping to 2 multipliers and 2 adders.
2.3.
As mentioned before the Hamiltonian order from step 2) in the last section specifies a scheduling order (folding order) for the multiplication operations of the unfolded filter. Therefore, corresponding to each multiplication node M j in the unfolded filter there corresponds a folding order mi. Also, as explained in the last section every addition operation node Ai has the scheduling order
a ) M O D ( N ) .
Note that the scheduling orders for both multiplication and addition operations are independent of j; this is done to simplify the control circuitry. Recall that j is an index which identifies 1 among k functional units to which the DFG (1) Similar constraints can be derived for adder to adder arcs in the unfolded filter. For every arc in the unfolded filter such a corresponding constraint will be generated. Unfortunately, some of these constraints may not be satisfied in the original schedule. In order to facilitate the above schedule we resort to retiming, [14] , [I], [2] , [3] .
Retiming alters the iteration structure of the original unfolded filter by moving delays around while maintaining the functionality of the original filter. In retiming an integer variable is associated with every operation node in the unfolded filter, e.g., r ( P ) with input node I j , r ( 0 j ) with output node Oj, r ( M j ) with multiply node M{ and r ( A i ) with addition node Ai. After retiming, the number of delays in a communication arc between two operation nodes, say from M{ to A i , is changed by an amount r(A!) -r ( M { ) . It can be shown that this alteration of the DFG while changing the iteration structure maintains the functionality of the original algorithm, [14] . With this modification the ( k -( r ( A i ) -T ( M { ) ) )~~ iteration of node A; now consumes the output of the ICth iteration of node M," . The constraint in (1) therefore gets altered to:
The above inequality is referred to as the retiming for folding constraint for the arc from M," to AI. Similar constraints can be derived for all the other arcs in the unfolded filter. The storage required in the folded architecture can be modeled approximately as a linear function of the retiming variables. Since multiplication operations of the unfolded filter have exactly one outgoing arc the storage required for these can be modeled approximately as follows, 131,
The terms independent of the retiming variables, r(A:) and r ( M j ) can be ignored as these are constant. Similarly we can derive linear functions for the storage required for the input node and for adders, [ 31.
In order to ensure that retiming maintains the common shared input of all the multiplication nodes mapped to the same functional unit, we require that for any such pair of multiplier nodes say M i and M i , r(M!) = ?-(A@. (4) This constraint is referred to as the low power folding constraint.
The collection of the retiming forfolding constraints and the low power folding constraints can be used to solve for minimizing the total storage required for folding the DFG using a lineurprogrumming (LP) formulation. We used a standard LP package GAMS for this purpose.
Low Power Folding with limited Unfolding
Unfortunately, unfolding by a factor of k leads to a k-fold increase in memory. Hence, it is not always practical to unfold a filter DFG by a factor of k for folding onto k multipliers, especially, when k is large. Thus, we need to develop a strategy for folding a transpose FIR filter DFG on to k multipliers without first unfolding the DFG. A compromise between the two techniques namely folding with and without k-unfolding can then obtained by performing limited unfolding as described later.
Let us assume that we have an N-th order transpose FIR filter to be folded onto hardware consisting of k multipliers. Assume for simplicity that N is divisible by k exactly.
1. As before set up the graph G = (V, E, D(E)), where vertices v E V have a 1-1 correspondence with the original FIR filter. Arcs e E E exist between every pair of vertices with an associated distance d(e) E D ( E ) . As before these distances are a measure of the power dissipated when the coefficients corresponding to the two nodes are scheduled one after the other. 2. Now solve the minimum cost cycle partitioning problem [15] on this graph that breaks the N nodes into k clusters and orders the nodes within clusters in such a manner that the sum of distances in traversing the k cycles is minimized. The k clusters can be individually mapped to k different multipliers. The order of nodes within each cluster gives the minimum power schedule to be employed.
Note that in a 2-unfolded version of a N-tap FIR filter we can identify larger clusters of size 2 * N / k which have common inputs and can be mapped to the same multipliers. This will lead to a reduction in swicthing activity and hence power for the multipliers as compared to folding the original DFG, however, the memory requirements will roughly increase 2-fold.
Hence, it is desirable to find an optimal unfolding factor 1 5 T 5 k for folding N multiplication operations on to k multipliers in such a way that overall power consumption is minimized. In order to do this the power savings obtained by reducing switching activity at the multiplier inputs must be weighed against the power expenditure due to the extra memory. This will help uncover an optimal unfolding factor.
Memory Assignment
We can use standard life-time analysis techniques [ 161 to compute minimal storage requirements for the folded DFG. Any number of memory allocation strategies [16] can be used for the actual allocation of memory resources. Due to the regular and repetitive nature of FIR filter computations it is possible to have near-static memory allocation in folded architectures. A near-static allocation involves minimal data-movement, i.e., once a variable is assigned to a memory location it requires minimal memory transfers for the duration of its lifetime. Reducing unnecessary data-movement in this way can lead to significant savings in power. As mentioned before, a near-static memory allocation is possible due to the repetitive nature of FIR filter computations and the use of counter based modulo addressing for the memory modules.
In the memory allocation scheme we follow there is a distinct memory module corresponding to each functional unit to store its intermediate output. Hence, only 1 functional unit performs a WRITE to any memory module. Due to the regularity of assignment of DFG operations to functional unit, exactly 2 functional units perform a READ from each memory module. This is because as mentioned in section 2 every hardware unit is connected at most with two other hardware units. Due to the regular nature of the connectivity it turns out that 2-port (1 READ and 1 WRITE) register files will always suffice for the memory modules.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We used our synthesis methodology to synthesize N = 65 and N = 129 tap filters on to architectures with a varying number of multipliers. The bandpass filters were obtained by using jirl(N, Table 1 . Synthesis results comparing average power consumed in a multiplier in folding 65-tap, 129-tap bandpass FIR filters on to an architecture with a given number of multipliers and adders. Several scenarios are compared which include folding begining from a direct-form filter DFG and folding from a transpose filter DFG with varying unfolding factors to uncover common data-operands. Coefficient reordering is also resorted to in all the cases in an attempt to further reduce power tion in the multioliers.
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